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A LOCAL STUDY OP HIBERI^TATIOIT IN INSECTS,
Introduction,
Hibernation in insects relates to their existence in winter.
This is an important phase of their life history; and a study of
hibernation includes all those adaptations by which their winter
existence is assured. The more important items of such a study
are, -the preparation of insects for hibernation; the time of their
entrance into it, of their continuance in it, and of their emergence
from it; the means by which they withstand the temperatures and cli-
matic conditions to which they are exposed; and the protection in
which the winter is passed.
The first part of this paper is a discussion of the subject
based largely on the literature of the general phenomena of hiber-
nation, such as the physiological effects of hibernation, the tem-
perature limits of insect life and the various problems which arise
in connection with a study of the subject. In the second part are
given the observations made during the present season at Urbana on
the species to be found during winter on headlands and other waste
patches of that nature.
The Phenomena of Hibernation,
All of the stages of insect life ma3'- be found during hiberna-
tion. Two of these stages, the egg and the pupa, are normally
inactive and do not require food. Hibernation is simpler for them
in that they have merely to resist the effects of temperature and
!| to be concealer! from enemies. In the larva and adult, hov;ever, all

of the functions of active life misht nonnally "be expected^ but
are obviously im. ossible at winter temperatures. For a period
varying widely with different species a state of torpidity is
assumed in which often all activities apparently cease.
The phi'"siological changes connected with hibernation are
still subjects of discussion, it being asserted, on the one hand,
that once the body fluids freeze an insect cannot recover, while
on the other hand various experi]3ients are on record which seem to
show that actual freezing has taken place ^vithout ill results.
As early as 1879 Miss Omerod made some observations in Eng-
land on the effect of a lov; temperature on insect larvae. Of
the species which she collected in a frozen state, almost all of
the individuals revived on being warmed up. Of eighty larvae
of the cabbage and turnip gall weevil examined, all except one
revived on being kept in a living-room, although they had been
subjected continuously to cold weather which reached as low as
10*» F.
More interesting is the statement of H, H, lyman concerning
the effect of temperature on arctic insects. Commander James
Ross on an arctic voyage, subjected thirty larvae of Laria rossii
alternately to extreme arctic cold and to the heat of a living-
room. In September they were placed in a box 'and exposed to the
winter for three months. They were then brought into a warm cab-
in, where in less than two hours all became active and remained
so for a whole day. They were then reexposed to a temperature of
40** below zero, and became l^ediately frozen, and were left in
this state for a week. This time, on being brought into a warm
room, only twenty-tliree revived. At the end of four hours these
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were again frozen hard for a week after which time only eleven
survived. Upon a fourth exposure to winter temperature only two
revived and these two lived through the winter, one completing
its life cycle and producing an imperfect adult; while from the
other ^ six parasitic flies were reared.
The discussion by Davenport , in his Experimental Morphology^
on the phj,'"i3iological changes involved in hibernation, and on
minimum temperatures, helps to clear up many questions concerning
insect life during winter, A reduction of the temperature causes
a diminution of metabolism until a point is reached at which
metabolic activity ceases. This is not death^but a condition
which Davenport calls temporary rigor. Death occurs at a few
degrees beyond this point of temporary rigor, Tov;ard the lov/er
limits, -40** C to -50** C, molecular changes are slow and princi-
pally confined to the change from the liquid or the gaseous state
to the solid. This change occurs in the water of the. f)rotoplasm^
but the colloids which constitute the living part are not mod-
ified by even the lov/est terrestrial temperatures, except that
the molecular changes which they undergo are very slow. Under
certain conditions then - principally the absence of water -
protoplasm may resist the lowest temperatures uninjured, Eew of
the chemical changes of metabolism talce place belov; 0** C, Death,
when due to cold in simple organisms^ is attributed to excessive
irritation, mechanical rupture, and perhaps other causes, the ef-
fect being principally mechanical, involving the water of the
body, A fev/ of the barely fatal temperatures which have been
determined for insects are as follows:-
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Apis mellifica -1,5** C for 210 minutes Roedel »86.
Lema sp -6** C for 30 minutes Roedel '86
Phytonomus sp -12° C for 90 minutes Roedel '86
VanesGa io, larvae -17 " C for 120 minutes Pouchet * 66
It may be seen from these few examples that the critical
point variec widely in different insects. It is not stated wheth
er the ahove experiments were perfoi"^ed on hibernating insects,
although apparently they were not.
Another point brought out by Davenport is the acclimatiza-
tion of insects to cold. There are certain insects (for instance
Desoria glacialis, the G-lacier Plea of the Sv/iss Alps, Podura
hiemalis, and Trichocera brumalis) which are active on snow and
ice. Prom these facts Davenport concludes that protoplasm may
be so modified by the action of excessive heat or cold that it is
no longer killed at temperatures ordinarily fatal. This is part-
ly due to the fact that it is not then so strongly irritated by
these extreme temperatures and partly to the fact that the co-
agulation and freezing points have been shifted, possibly as a
consequence of loss of water.
The effect of temperature on insect life has been recently
more extensively studied by Bachmetjew, but his conclusions are
essentially similar to those of Davenport,
Preparation for and emergence from hibernation.
In connection with the physiological effects of low tempera-
tures^ the changes preparatory to hibernation may well be consid-
ered. So far as Icnown to me this feature has only been studied
in detail by Tower, and by him in but one insect, the Colorado
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potato "beetle. After the second "brood emerges a large attnount of
food ic devoured and stored up in the fat "body as a reserve supply.
The beetle then stops feeding and prepares for hi"bernation "by |;
emptying the alimentary canal of all food and "by the elimination^
through the l&lpighian tubules, of wast^ products. The gross weight
of the insect is thus reduced ZO^y^ "hfo by the ejection of waste |!
products and 27^ by tlie removal of watery matters by the excretory
organs and by evaporation from the bod:,'- surface. Tower regards
the preparation for hibernation as largely a reduction of the II
watery content and a consequent lowering of the freezing point of
the tissues,- a view which agrees with Davenpor1?s conclusions cited
above.
On emergence from hibernat i on ^ Tower
»
g beetles weighed less,
in both net dry and gross weights, than when hibernation began,
-
a fact which shows that a low grade of metabolism had been main-
tained during the winter. The physiological changes on emergence
j
from hibernation are similar to those talcing place on entrance into
it, but QDCur in reverse order,
I
Many insects must encounter winter conditions much more severe
than those endured by the Colorado potato beetle, which hibernates
underground at a depth of 18 inches to 2 feet, No careful study
Of a similar nature on any insect which hibernates above ground is
available at present.
The Cause of Hibernation.
Temperature is usually considered to be the Immediate cause
of hibernation in most insects. Hunter and Hinds, in their study
pf the Cotton boll weevil, found such to be the case with that
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insect. The entrancd into hllDernation was a gradual process,
involving little preparation. The v/eevlla v;ere active on v/eji\.i
d£ic/3 and Intctive on cold days, until a temperature v/as reached at
which activity ceased.
There are
^
however^ many facts which seem to show that other
factors enter into the preparation for, end entrance into hiber-
nation^ by many forms of insect life.
During the fall many of the insects found along headlt;:.nds
were extremely*- active on warm days and inactive on cool day
s^
during
which they were secreted under matted grass. Some were inactive
only at low temperatures throughout the winter.
On the other hand there are many forms which prepaxe for v/inter
and enter the hibernating stage long before cold weather begins.
Some of the cocoon spinning moths might be mentioned as familiar
examples.
The Colorado potato beetle is an example of an insect which
has been shown to hibernate irrespective of tempera-ture. While
entrance into hibernation with it is a gradual process, occurring
in late September and early October, and while it is more or less
active during the process on warm days emd descends below the
surface on cold days, still Tower by experimental work was unable
to prevent hibernation, although it might be largely inliibited by
high temperatures and moistiure.
Other causes which may tend largely to stimulate entrance into
\
the period of hibernation are lack of moisture and disappearance
of the food supply.
The Utility of Hibernation, I
—One advantage of an inactive hibernation period is an ability ^

to thus exist without the usual food supply, Por leaf-eat inc
insects in porticulsir there is, in teniperate climates, an entire
lack of the usual food, and at the same time, as the temperature
is lower and metabolic action is diminished, the need for this
suppl;;,'' dis^appears.
The particular retreat sought out "by insects for the v/inter
often serves as a protection cigainst enemies as vxell as against
adverse climatic conditions.
This point was illustrated hy A, J, Cook in Michigan (1874),
Cutworms plowed up in fall were destroyed by birds rather than by
cold.
The Origin of Hibernation,
The problem of hibernation is one which has confronted all
insects of temperate climates and has been solved by them in such
a variety of ways that it is extremely difficlt to explain the
origin or to trace the history of the particular type of hiberna-
tion c]iaracteristic of any insect. It may be said^ in general,
that any particular mode of hibernation is an adaptation and is
subject to the laws of natural selection, and that it will contin-
ually tend to become more beneficial to the species by the constant
elimination of individuals unable to v/ithstand winter conditions.
Hibernating insects may be roughly grouped in tv/o classes,
based entirely upon habit -
Pirst,- insects which live in habitats which require but
little departure from ordinary life during the winter;
Second - insects v/hich are forced by winter conditions either
to depart v/idely from their summer habitat or else to maintain

their existence "by some special device or protection,
For the insects of the first class hibernation is a simple
matter,- the Rove beetles, which live under leaves and rotting
wood are examples. They are well protected in their accustomed
habitat and with the approach of winter merely become less active
on cold days.
With insects of more complex habit, and especially with leaf-
eating species, the problem of hibernation is more difficlt. The
winter may be passed in any one of the four stages, ond in any
one of a great variety of situations. The reason why it is passed
in one instead of another is usually obscure, unless one Imov/s the
past history of the insect. It seems probable^ however , that the
stage which requires the least departiure from the ordinary habit
of the species would be the one most likely to become fixed as the
stage of hibernation. It is conceivable that an insect m^y once
have hibernated in all stages, ajid that all have been eliminated
except those v/intering in the most resistant stage, For instance,
many insects are now to be foimd during winter in more than one
stage. The stlx/ worn is known to pass the v/inter as larva and
adult^ and possibly as a pupa also,
Lochhead in pointing out the difficlty of accounting for the
great variety of methods of hibernation, mentions the close con-
nection betv/een the problem of the origin of hibernation and the
origin of metamorphosis. He was led to consider the pupa as the
normal form for hibernation in the latitude of Ontario, Canada,
Weed ^ in ajn account of the hibernation of aphids, shows how
their various modes of hibernation may have been brought about by
natural elimination. All but one of the different types mentioned
by him hibernate in the egg stage. Winter eggs are laid on the
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leaves, then as a farther step on the tv/igs, Egcs of other species
have come to "be cared for liy the cornfield ant, and some hihernate
as adiilts.
Variation with latitude.
Variation of hibernation with latitude is another subject
which has a bearing on a study of hibernation here, Por instance,
do insects of wide range, whidi hibernate in this region, also
hibernate in tropical or sub-tropical regions?
Tower, in his study of the Chrysomelid beetles of the genus
Leptinotarsa, found that a quiescent period of three to five months
duration was clways assumed by all the species of this genus after
the second generation, irrespective of the locality, a. fact which
seems to show that in this genus the period of hibernation is
physiologically fixed. Aestivation is the term applied to quies-
ence in warn and dry weather; and from his work with Leptinotarsa,
Tower was led to conclude that the two terms are synonomous and
that aestivation and hibernation are the same phenomenon.
Closely related to this question of the relation of hiberna-
tion to latitude^ is that of the difference in any one locality of
the hibernation habits of species of northern and of southern range
respectively. That is^will insects of northern distribution hi-
bernate here earlier and more completely than those of southern
distribution, or the reverse? Also v/hat will be the relative
effects of a severe winter upon the two groiips? The data of my
studies of the present season are insufficient to throw much light
on these questions. The subject of the relative effects of a
severe v/inter has been studied by Chittenden at Washington, D,C,
After the severe winter of 1898-9, insect pests of southern distri-
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"bution were verz' scarce at the beginning of the ceason, although
they were later reenfcreed in part from the couth. On the other
hand insects more common to the north were much more noticeable
after thic severe v/inter than they ordinarily were.
Observations on Hibernation.
Diuring the fall and winter a study was made of the insects
to be found along headlands, fences, and hedges. During the
fall a headland beside a railroad and traction line v/as visited
several times a week^and observa.tions were made on the insects to
be found there as v/inter approached. The strip extended thJ*ough
a flat prairie, with no trees near. It was largely grown over
with blue grass, sedges, slou^ grass, and composite weeds^and was
surrounded by cornfields, A small drainage ditch ran along one
side, and on the bank of this was a wire fence almost hidden in
wild sunflower plants. During the ?.^inter, collecting was extended
to fence rows, hedges, 3.nd waste patches about Urbana, Collecting
during the v/inter was a very simple matter. The trash and leaves
and loose earth under fences or on waste patches were carefully
searched or cifted over stiff paper, ejid all the insects were
brought into the laboratory, if in a torpid condition, to see whether
they would survive , ITotes and observations are ,^iven for each
species separately.
The present winter would commonly be considered as very favor-
able to the survival of insect life. The first cold spell occurred
in the middle of October, water in puddles freezing slightly on
the nights of the 12th and 13th, After this the weather was rather
mild imtil December, December 4 was bright and warm, with many
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insocta flying. Immediately after this it "began to grow cold,
and remdned cold with snow and ice on the ground until the latter
part of January when a warm spell again brought out some forms of
insect life. It turned freezin ; cold v;ith snow, again in February
and this condition v/as maintained until Llarch, March was unusual-
ly dry and v;arm^ "The thennoiaeter going up to 80® E. in the .hade,
March 24.
COLEOPTERA
Carabidae
Harpalus herbivagus
.
Say
.
This insect is reported by Forbes (12th Report of the State
Entomologist of Illinois, p. 112) as feeding largely upon vegetable
matter, a few specimens examined containing as higli as 90^o of plant
tissue, principally the fra^ients of seeds.
Three beetles were taken during this study, one in trash,
:Uovember 13, and one under blue grass, ITov, 26, Uo specimens were
found above ground after this until March 16,
Harpalus faunus
,
Say.
This beetle is commonly reported as an enemy of the Colorado
potato beetle.
It apparently hibernates as a beetle underground. One was
taken underground October 26, and another October 30.
,
Harpalus pennsylvanicus
,
pe G.
This common beetle is frequently referred to as an enemy of
destructive larvae. It is known to attack the plum curculio
larva (Y/alsh)
,
codling moth larva (Kellog)
,
crmy worm (Lintner, 12th
Report of the ..tate Entomologist of Few York), and the Rocky
Mountain locust (Riley, Insect Life, Vol. 2, page 369), Forbes,
f
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however, found that the food wac ah out s/S vegetable in the specimens
which he exaanined.
It is recorded hy Chittenden as a larva underground as early
as April 8 and hy BlatchJLey in Indiana as wintering in the adult
stage beneath logs in dry upland v/oods.
It was not seen here later tlmn October 28, and then in trash
along a fence.
Pallida punctata
,
Lec >
Mature insects of this species were taJcen a fevv" inches imder-
ground October 15 and IJoveraber 3, Beetles were also found among
loaves ^nd rubbish beside a v/ire fence, October 30 and Uoveraber 6,
It was not taken later and apparently hibernates undergroimd in
this stage,
Agon^erus pallipe s , De 0,
In the 18th Report of the State Entonologist of Illinois (page
112-14), this insect is inentioned as especially injurious to seed
cjorn and also as injuring the roots of the corn plant. It is said
to hibernate as a beetle and to emerge early in spring, laying its
eggs in the ground.
The beetles of this species were reared from pupae taken from
the earth in a cornfield by Forbes in 1888, The pupae were found
1
June 20, and a beetle emerged June 25 and two more beetles June 30,
Larvae of Agonderus pallipes were also found June 20, but were not
\
reared through to the imago,
I
Adults were found by me in the grovmd October 30, and in under-
brush and rubbish October 28 and ITovember 30, They were not found
above ground during the winter, but with the warm v/eather of March
18 a fev/ were taken on the wing. They were cor;Tmon on the wing
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^' Morcli 23 and that ni^ they were sv/annin;:, against the window of a
Righted store in Champaign,
Pterostichus sayi , Brulle .
Onlj'' one specimen of this predaceouc Taeetle v/as taken, and
that, October 13, before hibernation had certainly be;^^ln.
I
Pterostichus permundus
,
Say .
This beetle is recorded by Ashmead (Insect Life, Vo?,, 7, page
246) as attacking cotton insects in the south. A large percentage
of the food was determined by Forbes to be animal matter (12th
Report of the Sta.te Entomolo;^ist of Illinois, page 110). The
adult was found in a location similar to that of Pterostichus sayi,
October 21,
Pterostichus femoralis
,
Kirby
.
Blatchley found this insect as an s.dult during the winter,
under logs and chunks of wood in Vi^o Coxjnty, Indiana,
Beetles were taken by me October 30 in rubbish along a fence,
December 4 another beetle was taken under a block of wood in a
burnt over area near a railroad. Another was found January 28,
under a mass of leaves and trash along a rail fence surrounding a
woodlot,
Casnonia penncylvanica. Linn
.
This beetle har. been listed as an enemy of the chinch bug,
(E, Longuemare, Insect Life, Vol, 1, page 286), It was reported
by Fay, 1862, to liibernate as a beetle under stones at Columbus,
Ohio, According to Blatchley it may be found in Vigo County,
j
Indiana, at almost any time during the v/inter, especiall:/ along
rail fences.
Adults were taken at Urbana under the leaves and trash in a
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cemetary, March 16 and again March 24,
Anisodactylus ruaticus
,
Say
.
This partly predaceouc species is reported (18th Report of
the State Entomologist of Illinois, page 177) as eating into the
kernels of com in the husk. It was found hihernating as an adult
"by Blatchley in Indiana,
A "beetle was taken here Octoher 1, "but none were found during
the period of definite hibernation,
Anisodactylus harrisii
,
Lec
.
One "beetle was taken among loose leaves, October 21,
Anisodactyltis lugubris, DeJ .
This species was secured November 3 from under leaves in an
abandoned orchard,
Galerita bicolor
,
Drury ,
The life history of Galerita bicolor was worked out by Riley
(American Entomologist, Vol, 3, page 153), The species is widely
distributed east of the Rockies, and conimonest in the north. It
is found under roclcs and logs. The larvae pupate in rotten logs
in August and the imagoes hibernate in the ground to come out with
warm weather in spring, Riley thinks that there are probably
two generations in the south. The adult was once taken January'- 1
by Blatchley in Indiana,
The beetles were quite common at Urbana among the weeds and
trash along fences in the late fall. They were seen above ground
as late as November 25.
CI iVina bipustulata
,
Fabr ,
Adults of this species were secured April 1 under matted
grass.
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BraclynuG corcllcolliG
,
De
j
.
Thi.. Insect was found adult under Taark, MLirch 18,
Lebia ornatus
,
Say
.
One bettle of this species was talcen March 5, under trash
which had accumulated beside a rail fence,
Lebia viridipennis
,
^ej^. '
This is mentioned as a rare species in Indiana by Blatchley
who found once an adult as late as Dec, 28, i
One mature specimen was uncovered here underground October
21.
ITotiophilus aeneus
, Hbst . !
One beetle of this species was taken under loose leaves in
i
a thinly wooded lot bordering a stream, February 2,
Amara mus cuius
.
Say
.
ThiG species is mentioned by Forbes in the 23rd Report of
the State Entomologist of Illinois (page 177) as feeding upon
the husks and ears of standing corn.
Only one specimen \vas taken by Loy and that October 30. The
species rrobably hibernates as a beetle, I
Amara cupreolata, Putz , i
Beetle;: of this species were taken January 27, under loose
leaves along a rail fence, andJJarch 16 frojci under leaves in a
cemetery,
Amara pallipes
,
Kirby
.
The adult stage of this insect was found under loose leaves
and trash at the border of a dense woods, Mar, 18, i!
Bembidium 4-maculatUi]i, Linn ,
Beetles of tjris species v/ere found in Indiana, during the
winter by Blatchley, An adult v/as taken here under leaves and
\\
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trash at the border of a donee v/ood, March 18,
|
Tachy s Incurvus, Say.
|
This species is listed "by Blatchley ac hibernating in the
beetle stage under chunlcs and stones in damp localities,
A beetle v/as taken here under loose earth October 26, i
Olisthopus ^icajis , Lec.
One beetle was removed fro.ni under loose earth, October 26,
Platynus placidus
,
Say.
One adult was found under trash beside a road, March 2,
Calathus gregarius
,
Say
.
Blatchley finds this beetle ve-nr connnon during winter in Vigo
County, Indiana, under logs in dry upland woods.
A beetle was taken by me atnon;^ loose leaves in an abandoned
orchard, ITovember 3,
Lept
o
trachelus ^oj;;salis, Pab,
One adult of this species was found under leaves in a ceme-
-tery, March 16.
Staphylinidae.
Paederus littor^^us, 0-rav
.
The adulfc s of this species were found during the winter in
Indiana by Blatchley bet\7een the leaves of almost ever;:,^ mullein
plant
.
This was the commonest of the Rove beetles seen by me in
hibernation. Specimens could be found at all times, under trash
and chunks of wood, actively moving about often several inches
below the surface. They were recorded for October 13 under
matted grass, October 15 under a log, October 26 underground,
November 13 in underbrush, Hovember 26 and December 4 under trash
and March 3 under an Osage orange hedge.
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Sunius lonG_iuscuius, Mann .
The "beetlOG of this Gpecies were also found commonly hy
Blatchley in Indiana during v/inter.
During the present season, adults v/ere taken Hovemoer 13 in
underlDrush, November 27 under an osage orange hedge, and March
18 under leaves and trash along the edge of a dense wood,
Stilicus dentatus
,
Say
.
An adult. of this species was found Uovember 27, under leaves
by an osage orange hedge.
Actobius j ucundus , Horn .
This species was talcen as an adult, October 21, imderground.
Xantholinus sjp.
Adults of this genus were taJsen in leaves and rubbish, Octo-
ber 21, and in a similar location, March 24,
Tachyporus elegans , Horn .
Mature insects of this species were taken November 6 and
March 4, under trash beside a fence.
Olophrum obtectum, Er,
One beetle was taJcen October 16 under matted grass,
Staphylinidae sp
.
Several species of Staphilinidae which have not been identi-
fied were found in hibernation. The hibernation habits of all
observed were very sitailar and simple, their ordinary activities
being but little interrupted.
Phalacridae
.
Eustilbus apicalis
,
Mels
,
Porbes, in the 23rd Report of the State Entomologist of
Illinois (page 180) reports adults of this species in injured
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grains of corn at the tips of ears and a^ very abundant in s}ioclced
wheat. They are found undor baric and sticlis in early cpring and
are believed to subsist mostly upon pollen and func^s spores.
Beetles of this species were taken, slightly underground,
October 21, and on the ground in blue grass, November 26,
Eustilbus nitidus
,
Mels , !
This species occurred in the adult stage under loose earth,
October 15, and under matted grass and leaves, October 19 ctnd
March 24,
|
Phalacrus politus
,
Mels ,
'
Lintner in the 6th Report of the State Entomologist of ITew
York (page 170) mentions this as a scavenger freq.uently noticed
on v/heat. It was found by Forbes on corn (23rd Report of the
State Entomologist of Illinois)
,
A beetle of this species was taken by me March 5 under leaves
beside a rail fence,
!
Corylophidae,
Orthoperus s£, '
One species of OrthoiDerus in the adult stage was found by me
on the bark of an apple tree in an orchard, March 15,
I
Coccinellidae , I
Megilla maculata
,
De G,
This was by far the commonest Coccinellid found during the
winter. It is generally known as an enemy of plant lice and
also eats the eggs of insects, Eorbes (12th report of the State
Entomologist of Illinois) found that the food of specimens exam-
ined by him was about 54^ of vegetable origin and 46^ animal.
He also reports the beetles as occurring in great sv/arms at the i
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edges of cornfields and under iDoarda and rubbish, and a cimilar
obsorvation was made by Blatch3fiy in Indiana, This is an excel-
lent example of gregarious hibernation.
While found under almost any shelter such as trash and
matted grass along fences and roadsides, the beetles were most
abundant under leaves in an osage orange hedge, between two corn-
fields and close to a clover field. They were bunched together
by the hundreds along the hedge and were to be seen there through-
out the winter. By the middle of October they were in hiberna-
tion quarters and November 6 these swarms were first noticed,
under leaves^ and they were still active November 27 at the same
place, January 21, during a thaw, the beetles were crawling
about on the under sides of the leaves and above the melting
ice. One hundred active specimens vere taken from under the
leave Si at this time^ and exposed in a wire cage a fev/ inches a-
bove the leaves. VvTien examined March 4 all in the cage were
dead while apparently few of those under the leaves failed to
survive the v/inter. At this time the beetles were moving about
and coming out of their hibernation quarters.
Hiffpodamla l^PHL^JtSiL^' MSS*
This species is similar to ITegilla macuJLata in respect
to food habits and is reported by Blatchley to winter as an adult.
It was not found in large numbers like that sped, es however.
Beetles were taken in s'.veepings as late as October 21. Novem-
ber 3 they were found under leaves along a fence, and November
6, under an osage orange hedge. Others were noticed under leaves
March 1 and 3, and were apparently still in hibernation quarters
March 24.

Hippodatnla parenthesig, Say .
Thic is also an aphid-eat in^-^ insect foiind hibernating as
an adult by Blatchley in Indiana,
A beetle was seen by me, Jan, 21, active under matted grass
beside a wire fence. Others were found under trash along a
roadside March 2 and under leaves in a cemetery, March 24,
Scypinus americanus , Muls .
This species apparently hibernates as an adul^t, since one
beetle was taken under accunulations of rubbish, ITovember 13,
Coccinella 9-notata, ITbst
.
This beetle is reported by Forbes (23rd Report of the State
Entomologist of Illinois, p. 231) as eating the leaves of corn.
About 2/3 of the food^ of specimens examined by him, was derived
from such plants. The species v/as found loy Blatchley during
winter under mullein leaves and chunlcs of v7ood.
They were not found very common by me in hibernation. One
adult was taken, March 4, under matted grass beside a wire fence.
Another still in hibernation was found under leaves in an or-
chard March 15 and still another was taken on the wing, March
18.
Chile corus bivulnergs, J.IMls ,
This species is cornraonly reported as an enemy of scale
insects. It is mentioned by Forbes (24th Report of the State
Entomologist of Illinois, page 115) as destroying rmny Cottony
Maple scales.
It was not seen by me in actual, hibernation but was taken
March 8 on the bark of a peach tree, A pair were noticed
mating in an apple orchard March 17, According to Blatchley
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this bGetle hibernates singly, under chunks, in upland sandy
woods.
The food of this species is said by Forbes (12th Report of
the State Entomologist of Illinois) to be about l/3 plant lice.
Only a few adults were found here in hibernation. They
were taken among trash ITovember 3 and also from sweepings of
grass and weeds, ITovember 6. They were later found, Feb. 2,
under leaves in a woodlot borderinc a streaci and again March 17
under leaves.
Anatis 15-punctata, Oliv,
This species is reported to feed on plant lice by Lintner,
in his 8th Report as State Entomologist of Kew York, and on bark
lice in an article in Insect Life, vol.7 page 239.
No beetles were found by me in hibernation but an adult was
taken on the wing, April 4, and anotlier the next day, April 7,
a female was seen deposit in_, eggs on t:ie bark of an apple tree.
Apparently the winter is passed as an adult.
Languria mo2ardi ,Lat
.
A full discussion of this insect is given by Folsom in his
report on the Insects affecting Clover in the 25th Report of the
State Entomologist of Illinois. It is not considered a pest
although it attacks clover and would probably become injurious
if present in great numbers. It is single brooded in this lati-
tude and hibernates as an adult, but may hibernate as a larva
also, since Chittenden fovmd larvae in ragweed from ITovember to
April. They live on the pith in the stems and the beetles of
Erotylidae.
\1 w'l
.0.
the next ceiis^^^-'tion emor^-e from the first of A,U(5UGt to the middle
of GepteralDer, '
Beetles were found here underground October 26 and under
!
ruhhish and fallen v/eeds ITovemher 13,
Languria angustata trifasciata, Say,
This species was taken in tlic "beetle stage Novemher 13, under
trash,
Cucujidae,
i
Telephanus velox, Hald
.
Blatchley found this insect to be rare in Indiana duxing
winter. It wac seen by him beneath bark and once Pebruar^;^ 27, in
cup fungus (Peziza coccinea, Jacq,), '
i
Adults were found here very common during hibernation.
They were first taken among leaves beside a fence, TTovember 3,
On November 6 they were swept from, grass along a road. Large
nianbers vrere seen under leaves beneath a rail fence Januan^ 28
and March 16 in a cemetery. March 18 they v/ei e very active
|
among the trash at the border of a wood. They were still under
leaves in a ceme'^eiy April 1,
Kisteridae, \
Hister ajnericanus, Payk
,
Blatchley in Indiana once took this species January 6,
Adults were found here under leaves in a cemetery, March 16,
Hister ba£*risij^, Kirby
,
This species was taken with the preceding histerid and evi-
dently is similar in hibernation habits, i

Nit idull dae.
Epurea helvola, Er, '
Two adults of this species v/ere taken durin:; the winter, one
Januao'' 28, under loose leaves and trash beneath a rail fence
"bordering a woodlot, and a second beside the same fence, March 5,
Trogositidae.
Tenebrroides corticalie, Hb s_t
, ji
The native species of this genus are referred to in the
23rd Report of the State Entomologist of Illinois(p ,182} as
living under bark.
Beetles of this specie . v/ere taken on ?Tovember 5 under leaves
in a snail abandoned peach and cherry orchard and again on March
16 under leaves and trash in a cesietery,
|
Lathridiidae
,
Corticaria di stinguenda.
The insects of this family are mentioned by Comstock as living
;
under bark and stones.
The specie i wa:; taken as an adult on March IS under leaves
and trash along the border of a dense wood,
Heteroceridae,
Heterocerus sp
.
Two specimens of these sand burrov/ing beetles were taken in
the fall. One was underground October 26 and the other in rub-
bish at the same place, October 30, the location being the sandy
"bank of a drainage ditch,
Elateridae,
!
The wirev/orms are known to spend more than one year and some
of them as many as three years in completing a life cycle. The
_ ^ i
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llfG history has been ctudied hy Comstock and olin^sorland in ITew
York and by Forbes in Illinois, The beetles which appear in the
spring emerrje from the pupal cells underground, in which they
transformed the preceding autumn,
Prom the fact that several years are spent in the life cycle
it is evident that in the winter at least two stages may be found,
the grov;ing larva as well as the transformed adult. Several
larvae were noticed by me while digging in a cornfield, March 3,
but the species wa.: not determined,
Melanotus coRgnunis, Oyll
,
The life histor:?- for this species in the 18th Report of the
State Entomologist of Illinois (p. 39) is given as not lesG than
three years. Pupation occurs in July and the beetles transform
in August, but remain in the pupal cell until the following spring,
Harris reports finding adults under the bark of trees during winter
and they are also mentioned by Blatchley as one of the commonest
winter beetles under loose bark, mullein leaves &c.
Mature specimens were taken ITovember 3 among leaves in an
abandoned orchard, I.Tarch 2 under the bark of a fallen log and
March 18 in trash along the border of a dense v/ood,
Melanotus cribulosus, Lec.
Thi'j is reported by Forbes (18th Report of the State Ento-
mologist of Illinois page 43) as one of the commonest wirewonns
in the cornfields of Illinois. The hibernation of adults, except
in pupal cells, has never been ascertained by him.
Beetles were unearthed December 3 while digging in a corn-
field, and both adults and undetermined v/ireworms v/ere exposed in
the same field March 3, The mature insects were apparently in
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the pupal cells a^bout eic;ht or ten inches "below the surface,
Drast erius elegans. Fab,
This click "beetle is well known because of its injury to the
roots of corn. The life historj^ and hibernation of the insect
has been studied by Forbes (18th Keport of the State Entomologist
of Illinois), The adult emerges in summer and early fall and
some eggs are laid "before v/inter as shown by young larvae. The
life cycle is completed in two years. The following is a list
of hibernation dates determined by him:- December 3, 1884, December
2,9,16 in 1889, under boards on grass lands and December 4 under
leaves of dock and other plants in cornfields,- December 23,1891
and Fefruary 25 under leaves in woods,- April 8,1890, from roots
of old corn and from under boards,- March 31 and April 24,1884,
still in hihernation in strawberry fields,- April 27,1892, speci-
mens were talcen on the wing at dusk.
Several adults of this species could usually be found together
under boards or trash during the period of hibernation. After the
cold weather of early December they became inactive and remained
in this dorma.nt condition throughout the winter, though activity
was quickly assumed on their being brought into the la'boratory,
October 19 and 26 they were found under loose earth among weeds
beside a fence, and again, ITovember 13, under trash, A few were
uncovered Pebruarj'" 2, from accumulations of leaves in a woodlot,
lTum"bers were found irarch 2 under loose boards along a road bordered
by cornfields and again March 18 under leaves at the edge of a
dense wood, Jylarch 24 several beetles attempted to escape from, my
hand by clicking, "but apparently were not leaving hibernation shel-
ter when undisturbed.
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Monocrepldius auritus, ITbst
.
Blatcliley foimd these beetlec very cortmon in Indiana in win-
ter "beneath logs and mullein leaves on sandy hillsides.
During the present winter a mature insect was exposed April 1
from under a stone slab in a cemetery.
Crypt oh-ypnus oTjliguatalus, Hels .
This species was frequently seen during the winter, "by
Blatcliley in Indiana, "beneath lo^^s on sandy hillsides.
Adults were taken "by me on November 3 "beneath loose earth
"beside a v/eedy fence row.
Lampyridae
,
Chauliognathus pennsylvanicus
,
LeJ.
This "beetle was found hi"bernatin{?; in the larval state.
Adults v/ere very abundant on golden rod in the fall, occurring as
late as October 9. During the latter part of the v/inter and the
early spring the velvety grubs, then about one inch in length, were
found under loose boards, chunks of rotting wood and other trash.
They were quite common along a roadside, March 2, ajid under trash
beside an osage orange hedge March 17,
Cleridae,
Cymatodera balteata, Lec
,
This insect is reported by Porbes as predaceous on Oberea
ulmicola. The active larva burrows into an infested tv/ig and
destroys the Oberea larva. The adults may be captured from late
July to September (24th Report of the State Entomologist of Illi-
nois, page 130)
.
An adult beetle was talcen by me from under leaves in an
osage orange hedge, ITovember 6,
of'
r
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ScarttlDaeidae
,
Ataenius cognatus, Lec,
Blatcliley reports that the adults of this species hihernate
"beneath cow dung and the earth under it
.
Adults were fairl;y coramon at Urbana under the accumulations
along fences, and usually about an inch below the surface in loose
earth. They v/ere found October 13 under leaves and trash and
underground, October 15 and 21. They were still in hibernation
quarters Inarch 23, but on April 1, lar^-e numbers were caLight on
the v/ing,
Aphodius inquinatus, Hbst
.
According' to Lintner (3rd T^eport of the State Entomologist of
Uew York, page 102) this insect was introduced from Europe,
Lintner says that there are two broods and that the v;inter is
passed in both the larval and the pupal stages.
Beetles of this speciec were caught on the v/ing at Urbana in
large numbers during the latter part of October and until iMovember
27, They were common on the v/ing again as early as I'arch 4.
Aphodius serval, Say.
This speciec was not talcen commonly. It wac found under
trash I.rarch 1 and again under leaves in a cemetery, March 16,
Onthophagus hecat
e
,
?anz
,
A mature insect of this species was taken from under leaves
and trash in a cemetery, March 16,
Balbocertts farctus, ?ab
.
One adult was swept, October 4, from grass, weeds and clover.
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Chrysomolidao
.
Dlalprotica longicornis
,
Cay
.
The life history of this corn root pest hac "been studied
Ty PorlDeis (18th Report of the State Entoinolo;:ist of Illinois),
It is cansidered by him to he the moct destructive corn insect
depending upon that plsjit alone. It was found to hibernate as
an agg, laid late in the fall, in the earth in cornfields. The
eggs hatch in spring ejid the young larvae feed on the corn roots.
It is single brooded. The Ictest date given for adult c in the
fall is December 16, 1892, though very rarelj' a specimen or two
has been found by him in spring, i
The beetles of this species were very abundant in the fall,
principally in sweepings from grass and weeds, None were tal-cen
later than October 21,
1
Diabrotica v ittata, Pab ,
The life history of this cormon cucurbit pest is discussed
by Chittenden in Circular 31, U.S. Dept. of Agr, Biireau of I
Entomology, It is said to hibernate as a beetle, hibernation i
beginning at Washington, D.C., with the first cold nights of
October and tie beetles appearing again in April and May, It
was also found during v/inter as a beetle by Blatchl^ in Indiana
under logs and rubbish especially in sandy places,
j
I
Adults were easily found during the present winter, October
30 a few had taken shelter under trash along a fence, but on
November 6 onBwas taken on the wing. They were found under
leaves and trash Nov, 27, March 5 and March 24,
Diabrotica 12-punctata
,
Oliv
,
The larvae of thic beetle are known to live upon the roots of
sedges and corn. There is some uncertainty as to the exact life
.0
3i>
^
. fern;
f no
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hl story. The r,pecies was said "by Riley (Insect Life, Vol. 4,
page 104) to v:inter as an adult and to have t^^iro generations,
Forbes (18th Report of the State ICntomoloslst of Illinois, page
149) says that it is probably two brooded, and that it may hiber-
nate as an adult,
i
The beetles of this species were ooinmon in sweepii^s from
grass as 3a te as October 28. November 13 thq/- were found in
rubbish along a fence, ITovember 26 they were taken both on the
ground and on grass, and December 4 on the ground, Uone v/ere
seen thereafter until April 10, when a beetle was captured on
the wing. It would seem that tJi beetles v/inter over, although
the method was not observed. Apparently they go underground,
Dlsonycha xanthomelaena, Palm.
i
The Spinach flea beetle has been studied by Chittenden ^
(Bulletin 43 n, s. Bureau of Entomology). It feeds naturally
upon weeds and wild pb.nts, but severely attacks beets and spinachj.
The beetles appear early in spring. The first generation de-
velops on chiclcweed, and the second attacks spinach.
Only one adult was talcen here, and that from under trash,
November 13,
j
Disonycha collata, Fab
,
j.
The beetles of this species have been found frequently by
Blatchley during the winter in Indiana, beneath mullein leaves
and rubbish, '
One adult was taken December 4 at tl© roots of blue grass
beside a railroad,
Oedionychjs gibbitarsa
,
Say
.
This sped es is known to hibernate as a beetle, having been
,6C -locfo^o
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collected by Blatchley in In iana during the winter.
It was taken quite frequently by me during the present
season in sweepings from v/eeds October 13, from trash under em
osage orange hedge January 21, under the accumulated rubbish along
a rail fence, January 28 and March 5, February 2 I found it
under leaves in a woodlot.
'
Oedion;>xhls thyamoides Or.
Adults of this species were taken October 15 underground
i
and amoni3 leaves and rubbish, October 21,
J-iyochrous d^ent^ijcojLlijs, .Sa^.
1
This species is referred to as the southern corn leaf beetle
by Vv'ebster in Bulletin 46, Bureau of Entomology, It is believed
by him to hibernate, in part at least, in the adult stage. The
adult was once taken by Blatchley in Indiana, February 28 under
a chunk of wood on a river terrace. It is also recorded in
Illinois, (23rd Report of the State Entomologist of Illinois,
page 104) as taken December 8,
A few beetles of this species were collected during the
present season,- among fallen leaves, October 26; underground,
ITovember 3; and in underbrush, November 13,
j
Calligrapha simili
s
,
Rog
. |
This species is reported by Battchley to hibernate as a
[
beetle in Indiana, !
Adult s v/ere taken here October 26 underground, and December
4 under tufts of grass and blocks of wood and other trash.
!;
Labidomera clivic ollis
,
Kirby
.
i
This is mentioned as uncommon by Blatchley in Indiana, A
bettle v/as once taken by him January 5 from beneath mullein leaves.
One specimen was taken here - a beetle, on Indian hemp, Oct, %
'1 ^'
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Lema trilineata, Oliv
.
This is known as the threo lined potato "beetle. It wac
found by Riley to winter as a beetle (Ist Report of the Stnte
Entomologist of ]!Iissouri, page 99), The larvae of the second
brood GO into the ground to pupate. The beetles transfom in
the fall but do not emerge until the next spring.
Only one beetle v/as seen during the present season, and
that underground October 15,
Crepidodera lon^ula, Horn
.
Adults of this species v/ere talcen October 21, in rubbish,
slightly below the surface in loose earth, and also underground
in the same location, Uovember 3,
Crepidodera helxine s, Linn ,
Adults were taken on grass and weeds October 4, underground
October 21, and in rubbish beside a fence October 30,
Chaetoenema denticulata. 111
.
This species is Imovm as the toothed flea beetle. It is
referred to by Forbes as a grass and grain beetle which also
attacks corn. It has been found in winter quarters and is
double brooded (23ru Report of the State Entomologist of Illi-
nois, page 110) , It has also been reported as frequent during
winter in Indiana by Blatchley,
It v;as taken as an adult here under rubbish by a fence,
October 30,
Chaetoenema confinis, Cr ,
This species is mentioned by Forbes (23rd Re ^ort of the
State Entoraolist of Illinois, p, 110) as doing mwch injury to
young corn. It is given as hibernating in the beetle stage.
t'..tj
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Beetlos were very common in grasc and trash alon.^ fencea
during the fall as late as Novem'ber 33 .
Chaetoenema jpulicaria, Meld ,
This is referred to as the Corn flea beetle hy Porbec in
the 23rd Report of the State Entomologist of Illinois (page
109), The winter is passed as an adult.
The latest record for this species during the present fall
was October 30, It was found in similar locations with the
preceding species and the two were not distinguished in the
field.
Haltica chalyhea
,
111
.
The grapevine flea "beetle is discussed by Harlatt in
farmers' Bull. 70, U.S.D.A, The beetles appear early in spring
and bore into and scoop out unopened buds, often killing the
plant back to the roots. The eggs are deposited on the ex-
panding leaves, and the larvae are to be found there during May
and June, They go into the ground to pupate, the beetles
emerging in the latter part of June and July, After emerging^
the beetles remain on the leaves throu hout the summer and fall
but do little damage. In the fall they go into winter quar-
ters in any protection, such as cracks in fences or buildings,
in masses of leaves and in underbrush,
A beetle of this species flew against the window of the
laboratory, March 25,
Haltica bimarginata, Say
.
This is referred to as the Alder Flea Beetle by Lintner in
the 4th Report of the state Entomolist of ITew York (page 96),
A mature specimen of this species was taken on the wing
S1»1
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April 1.
Olypt Ina brunnea
,
Horn
.
This beotle is mentioned "by Forbes in the 23rd Report of
the St-ite Entomologist of Illinois (page 191) as a'.tackin^ corn.
Its life history is unlcnovm.
Adults were taken at Urhana early in fall, "being plentiful
in sweepings from blue grass and foxtail October 7. Hone v/ere
seen during the winter,
Typophorus canellus, Pabr
.
One beetle of this species was found under leaves and
trash along the edge of a dense wood, M-^rch 18,
Tenebrionidae,
Alobates penn^ylvanicus
,
Deg
,
This beotle is frequently found under the loose bark of
dead and fallen trees during the spring and airnnier. It is
reported Ty Blatchley to hibernate, in Indiana, in its usual
abiding places.
Only one wo.s found hibernating here, and that not until
March 16, under leaves and trash in a cernetery,
Arrhenoplita b i
c
ornis
,
01 iv
.
Beetles of this species were taken froi.i a fungus growth
mider the bark of a stump October 30.
Anthicidae,
Anthicus servinus
,
Laf
.
Adults of this species v/ere swept from grass along a road-
side, November 6. They were again taken, Tvlarch 4, under an
osage orange hedge.

Anthlcus sp
.
A species of this genus was ^vept from grass along a road-
side, ITovemlDer 6, The same or a very similar species was
taken from rubbish and fallen leaves Uovembor 13 and 20,
Anthicus fonnicarius
,
Laf
.
Beetles were taken near the surface under loose earth
among weeds, October 26, November 13 they were found at the
same place in trash along a fence,
Notoxus monodon
,
rab
.
This beetle is reported by Blatchley as wintering as an
adult in Indiana beneath chunks on sandy hillsides.
Adults were exceedingly common with us in hibernation.
They were usually found under leaves and those under an osage
orange hedge seemed to be a favorable shelter for them, ly
first specimens were taken from such a situation November 6,
and again November 27. Others were under leaves and trash
along a rail fence January 27 and 28, March 18, large numbers
were actively crawling about among the leaves at the edge of
a dense wood, and others, March 23 under the leaves in a ceme-
tery. One specimen was caught on the wing April 9,
Ot iorhynchidae
.
Tanymecus confertus
,
Gyll .
The hibernation of this species is discussed in the 18th
Report of the State Entomolo,::ist of Illinois (page 143), It
is apparently single brooded and hibernates as a beetle.
An adult was taken underground October 26,
Phyxelis rigldus
,
Say ,
One adult was talcen under the loose trash under a rail
i9i
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fenco, Karch 5,
Curculionldae.
Apion sp.
Adu3t s of this genus were taicen in s^-7eepings froi:i grass,
ITovember 6, and under leaves and trash HovemlDer 13 and again
March 18,
Phytonomus punctatus
,
Fab
.
The life history of this species is given by Poison in the
25th Report of the State Entomologist of Illinois. The winter
is passed as a small larva under the rubbish of a. clover field.
Adults may be found during the winter, but do not reproduce or
feed upon clover in the spring,
I
A beetle was seen crawling on a cement walk, November 20,
Smicronyx ovipennis
,
Lec
,
|
I
An adult, March 2, under loose boards beside a road, I
Lixus concavus
.
Say , '
This beetle is kno\7n to hiberns-te as an imago, Chittenden
(Bulletin 22 n. s. Bureau of Entomology) refers to it as an
enemy of rhubarb. He says that it hibernates as a beetle,
and that it may issue from the pupal burrov/s in fall before i
entering into hibernation. It has been found during winter
I
by Blatclil^ in Indiana beneath bark and logs in dry upland woods.
It was taken here in rubbish along a fence October 30.
Rhyssematus palmicollis
.
Say ,
This species has been recorded by Webster as grown from a
fungus gall on CJ-opher vine (Ipomea pandurata)
,
A beetle was taken underground near a clump of milkweeds,
October 26,
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RIiysGematus 1 ineat i
c
oil I^g
,
Say
.
This species "breeda in the seed pods of Asclepius Incarnata,
the larvae feeding on the seeds and transforming to the adult in
late autumn - F, L. Webster, Insect Life, Vol, 2,
Examples were talcen from the pods of mili:weed, Uoveniher 13,
Larvae and pupae probably of the saine species were in the pods
at the sajme time.
Bar is aerea. Boh
.
An adult was tal^en undergroimd, October 21,
Bar is confinis
,
Lec ,
The larvae and pupae of this species are mentioned as
coramon in the stems of Spanish needle, "by Y/eed - Insect Life,
Vol. Ill, 261,
The ima^o of this species was taken during October and
November 13 in rubbish and weeds,
Calandridae,
Sphenophorus callosus
.
One adult was taken underground, October 21, in loose
sandy loam,
HEinPTEIlA.
Emesidae,
One species of this family was taken,October 26, as an
adult in the trash along a fence,
Roduviidao,
Melanolestes picipes, H, Schf
.
Howard refers to this in Bulletin 22 n. s. Bureau of Ent-
omology as a swift running species found under stones and logs.
. r, r-
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It hibernates, he says, in valleys "beneath stones and logs, but
Blatchley found it rather common in dry upland woods, "bene^-th
logs.
During the fall nymphs of different sizes were toJicen here
among leaves and trash along fences, Uovemher 13 a partly
in
grown nymph was taken such a location,
Uabidae,
Kabis ferus , Linn ,
This species is known to feed upon small insects. It is
reported by Blatchley as a common winter resident in Indiana,
hibernating as an adult beneath logs and leaves of mullein along
roadsides and the borders of dry upland fields.
Adults were very abundant in hibernation at Urbana, They
apparently had no preference as to hibernation quarters but could
be found wherever there was enough trash to afford protection.
They were actually taken under leaves, under trash along fences
and hedges, on the ground under matted grass, a,nd a fev/ were
found below the surface especially where the soil was quite
loose. They were collected from rubbish late in October and
all through November, although on© was caught on the wing as
late as November 6, They were active with the first wajrm
weather of spring and on warm days in v/inter but were not then
found away from the protection of trash or grass,
ITabis puactipes , Reut
.
This species is reported by Blatchley to be rare in Indiana
in winter,
Habis pluctipes was similar in habits and in places of
hibernation to the precedin:; species, Nabis ferns, but was not
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30 abundant,
ITaTDls niTuscuras
Only two adults of this species were seen. They were taken
ajnon;:: leaves and trash "beside a fence, Novem'ber 3 and 6,
ITabis Sjo.
An unidentified nabid was taken December 4, from under tufts
of unburnt grass in an area burned over the preceding week,
Tingitidae,
Piesma cinerea
,
Say
.
This is referred to a^ the Pigweed bug in the 21st Report of
the State Entomologist of Illinois(page 85). It also attacks
beets. The adults are mentioned as very abundant in May and
early July and again from October onwards, passing the winter
under any convenient shelter but especially under the loose bark
of trees, Blatcliley says the species winters under logs and be-
neath the bark of red and black oaks, especially near the base of
the tree.
Adults were very common in hibernation at Urbana, and v:ere
found under leaves and trash beside a fence, October 15, under
an osage orange hedge, November 27, and under the rotted leaves
and trash in a woodlot, March 18, They were also taken from ^
fissures of the bark of apple trees, November 17, and from the
same kind of places, March 15. They were still under rubbish
and traoh, March 24,
Acanthidae
,
Triphleps insidiosiis, Say ,
Porbes (23rd Report of the State Entomologist of Illinois,
page 202} refers to this aa a partly predaceous species v/hich is
b9tn ivrfm^ Jo
: Dm 3CoA£tf bos be-i ';^n«n
1?
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iindoubtal)ly injurious at times to corn. Its hibGrnation habitc
are mentioned as uncertain, no specimens havin^^ been taken earlier
than April 30 nor later than October 26,
The adult of this species wai; quite common at Urbana in early
fall in sweepings and later it v/aj found in loose trash, -the last
time October 21, Adult e were swept from grass and weeds and were
also taken in leaves and rubbish beside a fence, but none were
seen during; the winter,
Capsidae
.
I^gus PJ-lgiensis, L,
This was one of the commonest insects in hibernation. It
is reported by Lintner(15th Report of the State Entomologist of
Ifew York, page 356) that the hibernating adiilts leave their shel-
ter early in spring, and feed on unfolding buds. They deposit
6ggs on or in the food plants and the first adults of the new
generation appear in May and June, The hibernating adults are
from the second generation in ITew York, Porbes mentions it in
the 23rd Report of the State Entomologist of Illinois(page 118)
as a very common insect on a great va,riet^• of plants. He reports
it as hibernating in the adult stage under sticks and leaves and
in tufts of plants and among other rubbish on the ground.
It wa.s abundant in almost every place examined during the
fall and winter. It wa.; common until October 12 in sweepings
from, grass and weeds. After the cold snap at this time it was
found on the ground among leaves and under matted grass. Its
hibernation was incomplete, some being taken in sweepings from
grass as late as ITovember 20, During the winter it wac found
iinder loose boards, leaves, along osage orange hedges and in
91 qI
no
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niatted grass; and it "became active on warn days throughout the
winter. January 28 it was seen in considerable numbers moving
actively about amon;;; loose leaves beside a rail fence. By Jvfarch
18 some had left their hibernating quarters and were flying about,
Calocorus rap'idus, Say.
I could find no statements concerning the hibernation of this
leaf bug. It was common in sweepings from grass, weeds and clo-
ver in the early part of October and was taken as late as October
26 but not after that date,
lygaeidae
,
Isclinodemus fa.licus
,
Say
.
Adults and nymphs of this species v/eretaken during the fall
from the under sides of the leaves and from betv/een the sheaths
and stems of slough grass ( Spartina michauxiana, Hitche) , The
great majority of the slough grass stems examined contained these
bugs. They v/ere first taken October 4 and seen ever^* few days
until Uovem.ber 13, when they were found in rubbish and trash and
were no longer on the slough grass, ITo specimens were taken
after November 13, The latest record for a n;>'7nph was October 16,
Llgyrocoris const rictus. Say.
Blatcliley refers to this species as rare in Indiana during
winter. It v/as once taken by him December 10, under logs.
One adult was taken here in cv/eepings, October 9.
Oedancala dorsalis. Say
.
One adult of this species v/as found among leaves and trash
in an old orchard, ITovember 3
G-eocoris uliginosus, say
.
The adults of this species were quite common ajid active in
-^0 8X
rfOM*
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trach alone; a wire fence during Octoloer and they v/ere taken also 1
in sweepings as late ac November 6. A nmiber v/ore found under
trash alon(; a fence on tlie same day. January 27 and 28 tv^o a-
dults, one living; and one dead, were found under the trash beside
a rail fence.
Microtoma carhonaria, "Ross i.
Blatcl-aey mentions the adultc of t" is species ac hibernating
singly or in pairs beneath logs, chunks of v/ood, ajid leaves of
mullein.
March 18 a large number of adults of this species were
found by me among fallen leaves at tlie edge of a dense wood.
They v/ere decidedly active and would quickly a.ttempt to escape
when the leaves and trash containing them v/ere spread out,
|
Blissus leucopt erus
,
Say.
!
The hibernation of this common and destructive pest has been
extensively discussed by lil'ebster in Bulletin 69 of the Bureau of
Entomology. So far as knovm only adults winter over, Y7ith the
increase of cultivated areas the bugs have come to hibernate
|
largely in the limited areas of v/oods under leaves and trash and
along fences under matted grass, and along osage orange hedges.
"?^ebster mentions corn shocks as a particularly favorable winter
shelter.
The chinch bug was rai'e in this locality during the present
winter. One adult v/as found under leaves and trash by a wire
fence ITovember 6 and another v/as taken from under leaves by an
osage orange hedge, :rarch 17, The next day third adult was
found in trash at the edge of a thickly wooded lot v/hich was
bordered by a pasture and a cornfield.
vT -ie J.
.
^ i
3l 1©
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lygaeuc; l^almii, Stal.
This cpeciec v;a:: ver;^ corrmioii durln , the fall, A fev/ imma-
ture bucs were found in trash ac late as OctolDer 28, Adults
were corimon enough to "bo found at Eiiry time durln;;; the fall in
trash along fences and in grass and weeds. They were active in
the fall as late as ITovember 20, The were found under a rail
fence January 28, Januar:-" 27, sixteen adults v/ere found in a
bunch moving sluggishly about under a mass of matted grass beside
a railroad embanlment. Two dead adults were seen under the same
protection, but so far at: noticed few failed to winter over.
Adults were still under leaves and trash in a cemetery, March 16,
!^odocha serripes, Oliv.
Kellog mentions this species as common in meadows and thin
woods half concealed einong twigs and fallen leaves.
During the fall adults and njTnphs were found under leaves
and trash, in grass and weeds, ajid under fallen leaves beneath
an osage orange hedge, A nymph \ms seen a:: late as ITovember 20,
Several adults were found under a rail fence, irarch 5; and Harch
24 about 20 wei e taken within the space of a square yard under
leaves and matted grass in a cemetery,
Pamera basali s, Dallas
.
Blatcliley found this specie^] rather common throughout the
winter in Indiana, beneath logs, stones, and rubbish along the
borders of cultivated fields.
Adult bugs were collected by m.e in fall until ITovember 26
and again in spring on March 18, They were among leaves and
grass alonj weedy fence rows and under accumulationQ of leaves in
a cemetery. They were still under shelter, March 24,
t M
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Berytidae,
Jalysus spinosus
,
Say ,
Blatchley found this species during the winter in Indiana
beneath logs and mullein leaves.
It was taken here October 4 in grass and weeds and October
21 in leaves and trash along a fence. The last specimen was
immature
,
Coreidae,
Alydus pilosulus
, H. Schf.
This species was rather common in fall in sv/eepings from
blue grass and foxtail. It was found under matted grass Octo-
ber 19 and ts.ken in sweepings Fovember 6, October 26 a number
were seen crawling on the gravel of a railroa.d,
Alydus conspersus
,
The imago of thJ.s species was taken from grass^ clover^ and
weeds, October 4,
Alydus eurimus
.
Say
.
This insect was found as an adult, ITovember 6, in trash
and leavet:- beside a fence,
Catorhintha mendica
,
Stal ,
Immense numbers of this species were seen swarming over
Cocid.e bur (Xanthium sp.) growing in a drainage ditch beside a
railroad, A few were immature. They were feeding on the sap
exuding from wounds in the pls-nts, although they were not ob-
served to make any punctures, October 16, none could be found
on the coclde burs but they v/ere found among the leaves and
trash beside a nearby fence, October 26 a fevv were seen crawl-
ing along the gravel in a railway roadbed. They were last
lew -TB^ n TOcfo'oO
- >
seen in that locality, Novem'ber 3, when a few wei'e found in
trash alone a fence.
This species is mentioned "by Chittenden as feedij:^ on
cucurbits (Bulletin 33 n, s. Bureau of Entomolory) , It is
said to have but one generation, the first adults appearing
about September 10 in Wachington, D.C, It was rare there after
the severe v/inter of 1899. It has also been found attacking
corn in Central Illinois (23rd Report of the State Entomologist
of Illinois, page 197) and is mentioned as locally though not
generally distributed there.
One adult was found ujider leaves and trash beside a fence,
IToveraber 6,
Anasa trist is , De C
.
Chittenden (Circ. 39, U.S.B.A. , Div. of Ent.) found this
sped, es to be::in hibernation in September, hiding under boards,
stones, old vines or similar vegetation or under the loose bark
of dead trees or in cracks of barns. It was found by Blatcliley
in Indiana in numbers beneath the loose bark of stumps often
far removed from its food plant,
October 2 tliree adults v;ere taken by me on the ra-ils of a
railroad, apparently in seardi of hibernation shelter. One
was taken October 7 in sweepings,
Corisus lateralis, Say ,
This species hiberna.tes as an adult. In the 21st Report
of the State Entomologist of Illinois (page 56) maiLer is quoted
as finding two generations, the second of which winters over.
Adults were exceedingly common at Urbana during the fall,
»4
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and were to be found during tlie v/intor in any convenient shelter.
They were taken in fr.veepingc as la.te ac November 6, On cold
dai'-e during October, they were seen under matted grass and trash,
being first found in sudi pierces during the cold snap October
13, October 16, as the v/eather became v/arraer, large numbers
were seen crawling out of shelter and up on the standing grass
and weeds nearby. They becar;:e torpid v;iti cold v/eather and "
renained doma.nt or sluggish tliroughout the winter, under matted
grass, leaves, trash, boards, and along osage orange hedges,
Fewer were to be seen the latter part of the v/inter and some
were found dead, January 27, out of five found together under
a rail fence, one was dead and several were found dead the next
day under a tuft of grass. Out of eight found under leaves in
a par : Pebruai^^ 2, one was dead, llarch 18 thoy had become
^
somewhat active and were crawling about among the leaves in a
woodLot, i
This species v/as taken on grass and weeds October 1 and
13, March 18 an adult was found under leaves in a v/oodlot but
it was inactive and did not revive on being brought into the
laberatoIT.
Coenus delius, Say ,
Adults v/ere talcen in early October on grass and v/eeds,
November 20 from under rubbish beside a fence, and December 4
from under loose boards,
Podisus riaculiventris
.
Adults were taken on cockle-bur October 9, in sweepings
Pentat omidae.
'9
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October 30 and under leavee at the edge of a dense v;ood, TTarch 2
Euschistus variolariuG, P_.B «
This Gpeclec is mentioned in the 23rd Report of the State
Entoraolonist of Illinois (page 195) a;: sudcing the sap from a
great variety of plants, including corn. It is said to hiber-
nate as an adult, having been taken from February 20 until
December 20,
AdiXLts were found by rae in shelter as early as October 16
and a few were ca.ught on the v/ing as late as ITovember 27,
Hibernation occurred in a great variety of shelters such as
leaves and trash beside fences and osage orange hedges, but by
far the most favorable shelter seemed to be the loose leaves
and mo.tted grass in woods, and esped ally near the edges of
woods. Some were found under matted grass as late as April 1,
March 24 tliree mature bugs were found dead under lee-ves in a
cemeter'y but m.ost of the adults seemed to have passed the winter
alive
,
Hurgant ia histnonica, Habn
.
The Harlequin cabbage bug is a southern pest which has
spread northward from !£exico. It was found by Riley (Report of
U.S.D.A. 1884, page 309) to hibernate as a full grown bug under
all sorts of rubbish, under stones, logs in fence corners,
around out buildings, end^ in other like ijituations, Chittenden
(Bulletin 22 n,s, U,S, Bureau of Entomolo:;y) found this species
very ra.re in Wachington, D.C, after the severe v/inter of 1899,
A similar effect of severe v/inter weather was noticed by Yv^ebster
in Ohio, tlio area of distribution of this species having once
nearly reached Lake Erie, but having afterwards been forced

iDack to tlie Ohio River coimtieG, The cpecics is diccussed "by I
Sandercon (JoiU"nal of Ec, Fnt,, Vol, 1, Aug. 1908) in relation
to the effects of minimum temperature in limiting the northern
distribution of insects. He thinks th.;t it may yet migrate as
far as northern Ohio oi' Ontario,
One adult was found here by I-rugh G-lasrjow, January 25, under
trash near a cabbage patch,
Hormidea lugens, yabr ,
Blatcliley found adults of this species rare in winter
beneath chunks of wood and leave 3 ci mullein.
Adults v/ere found at Urbana on March 5,
E'eottiglossa undulata, IZirby
,
This species v/as taken in the adult stage, March 18, under
leaves at the edge of a dense wood,
ITezara hilaris
,
Say ,
This bug is said by Riley to be both carnivorous 2.nd
herbivorous - (Insect Life, Vol, 4, page 158),
An adult was taken March 2 from under leaves and matted
grass at the edge of a dense v/ood oordering a cornfield,
Peribalus limbolariu^ Stal ,
This species was found quite co]:amonly during the fall in
the trash and leaves along fencec. It passed the v/inter as
a mature bug in such shelters, being found again March 3, under
an osage orange hedge, March 2 under Icavec near the edge of a
woodlot bordering a pasture and cornfield anc at the same place
again on ManshlB, March 3 a specimen was found crawling on a
board wa3k on the campus.
Corimelaenidae
,
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Corlmelaenja pulicarla , Germ .
This small negro bug ha^ "been occasionally mentioned as
a pest, Davis (Bull, 102, Mich. Ag. Exp, Sta.) reports it as
very destructive to celery in Michigan in 1893 and says thcit it
hibernates under boards and trash. In the 21st Report of the
|j
State Entomologist of Illinois, page 99, it is referred to as
infesting grain, grass, an ' weeds, and is said to be single
brooded and to winter as an adult, Blatclil gt/ found it in
|j
Indiana beneath rails and dead leaves in fence corners - February
11-25,
Adults were taken by me during the present season January
28 and March 2, under leaves at the edge of a dense wood order-
ing a pasture and a cornfield and under sticks aiid leaves beneatl]
a rail fence,
Corimelaena l^yj^ejtt^ei, Van D,
One adult was taken from the loose earth under weeds and
trash beside a wire fence, October 21,
Corimelaena nit idulo ides, P,B ,
One adult, October 1,
Corimelaena unicolor
,
?.B ,
This species hiberna,tes as an acquit. It was taken October
21 under loose earth and rubbish beside a fence and October 26
and 30 among leaves by the saie fence, March 3 an adult was
found under the leaves of a roadside o^age orange hedge border-
ing a cornfield,
Pulgoridae,
Stobera tricarinata, 3ay .
In the 21st Report of the Stcite Entomologist of Illinois

(page 67) this L-pecies is caid to hiljornate ac a.n a- ult, one
generation maturing in Juno and July and a cccond continuing
from fall until April an'' May,
Adults were tal:en occasionally this year, from OctolDor 1
until ITovei'ii'bcr 26, on the damp ground, or on sedge betv/een
railway eiribaiilcnients. One adult was found in midwinter, Peb-
ruary 2, under loose leaves and grass in a patch of woods on a
hillside borderinga Dtrean,
Stenocrajius dor sali s
.
Ad.ults of this s^jocies were talcen from October 1 until
November 26, in similar localities; and under the same condi-
tions as the preceding species, but no trace was seen of it
later in the winter. It was much more abundant than Stobera
tricarinata,
Jassoidea,
p i
e
dr ce^hala mollipes. Say
.
This species is /mentioned in the 21st Report of the State
Entomologist of Illinois (page 71) as feeding principally on
sedges, grasses and grains. It is credited with two broods
and is reported to occur in the adult stage as late as December
18, the winter however being passed mostly in the egg, although
a few nymphs probably hibernate. The eggs hatch in !.!ay.
This si^ecies v/as very abundanv, in October in sweepings
from grasses cmd sedges, but began to fall off in numbers dur-
ing IToveMiber, It was found in iaves and trash Uovernber 13 and
on the ground betv/ecn sedges November 26, Uo adults were
noticed later than this, but a nymph was tahen under leaves
and matted grass, March 18,
; T
In the 21st Report of the State Entoinolegist of Illinois
(page 66) this species is mentioned as fairly common. It was
taken from sugar beets, preferring the rani: growth in shady il
places. It is there said to "be double "brooded and probably
to hibernate as an adult,
|j
Adults v/erc quite coiTimon at Urbana during the early fall
on grass. At one point between railway emban3:L'rients a l;::ir:;e
II
ni:unber of Indian hemp plants (Apocynum cannabinum) were grov/ing
and Cf. octoliaeata was cornmon on this until October 12. Octo-
ber 12 \va3 freezin,- cold and a few sluggish adults were picked
^
from plants. They were restin^; at the base of the leaf on the
upper surface, A few more v/ero seen the next day in the saia©
place, but when next observed the leaves had fallen and none
were to be found. The last specimens seen v/ere cau.^ht on the
wing, October 30, A dead adult, probably of this species,
j
was found under leaves, Ilarch 24,
Acoce^halus ^l'^i££o^s,^.
But two speci^nens of this species were taken during the
presen': season,- an adult found under trash beside a fence,
j
November 6, and another caught I^eceniber 4, just as it flew to
the ground,
Phlepsitts irroratus
,
Ssiy ,
This species is very caramon. It is mentioned in the 21st
Report of the State Entomologist of Illinois (page 76) as abund-
ant on growing wheat and sometimes occurring on sugar beets.
It is said to hibernate in the egg stage.
Adults were very common in sweepings from grass in the early
i
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fall, October 15 tli^ were found under leaves and trash, and "
on October 16 in matted grass, October 9 a cloud of insects,
almost entirely Phlepsius irroratus, wac noticed about :;undown
around a poplar tree on one of the city streets. Large numbers
were on the leaves as v/ell as in the air, ITo trace was seen of
the species durinr^ the winter,
j
Agallia sanguinolenta
,
Prov
.
j
Osborn and Ball in studies of North American Jassoidea
mention the adults of this species as appearing; in July and
Au,:2ust and passing the vrinter in this stage, the species being
single brooded, Porbes found this species to hibernate mostly
as an acfult under various rubbish, old boards, and hay (21st
Report of the State Entomologist of Illinois, page 66), It
is reported as feeding upon a large nuiTiber cf plants.
Adults were very common duringlast fall and winter, hopping
activel^r a>>out on v/arm days among the leaves and trash under
osage orange hedges, and along roadsides and weody fence rows,
A nymph of this species was taken as late as November 6. They 1
were active and abundant under an osage orange hedge December
3 and March 3, They were found, March 2, under roadside trash,
but not so plentiful as under the hedges.
Agallia 4-punctata, Prov ,
The life histor:^ of this species has been worked out by
|j
Osborn and Ball in lov/a - (Studies in ITorth j^merican Jassoidea)
,
There is a single brood, the adults occurring from early May
until into July, The eggs are deposited by the middle of June
and tlTe larvae issue in July and by fall are nearly or quite
full grown, passing the winter and emerging as adults in early
.1 t
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spring. The larvae remain on or near the ground concealed in
rubbish.
A nyraph of this species is recorded for ITovember 3, It
was taken among loose leaves and. trash beside a fence,
Deltocephalus inimicus. Say
.
The life history of this species has been worked out in
Iowa by Ocjborn, He is said in the 21st Report of the State
Entomologist of Illinois (page 74) to Inve found the eggs beneath
the epidermis of blue grass, in minute blister like swellings
of tlie leaves near their tips which invariably turn yellow be-
yond the point of injury. There are two broods in a season
and three molts before the adult. The v/inter is passed in the
egg whibh hatches early in May,
Ho trace of this sped, es was found during the winter,
althougli it v/as abundant on grasses in October, The last re-
cord made for the species was on October 9, though it could
probably have been found later in more suitable locations,
Deltocephalus nj^ifrjoii£, Forbes
.
This is mentioned as a co^nmon insect by Forbes in the 21st
Report of the State Entomologist ofIllinois (page 66) , in which
it is said to hibernate almost certainly in the egg.
Adults were found by me on grass an", weeds in pastures and
along roadsides during October and on Hoveriber 6, 13, and 26,
but none were found during the winter,
Delt cephalus aff inis, Q, a^id B
.
Adults of this species were occasionly taken by sweeping
grass during the fall but it was not found during the winter.
The latest record for it this season is ITovember 6.
I
Onathodus punctatus
.
Thumb
.
One specimen on the wing NovemlDer 17
.
Typhlocyba comes, Say - var
.
In Farmer's Bulletin 70, Bureau of Entoraolocy (page 18)
Marlatt refers to the varieties of Ih is species as swarming on
grape leaves. The winter is passed in masses of leaves,
especially where piled up against logs and fences. Marlatt
has seen then by thousands on the war:n days of early winter.
October 30 of 3a st year they were flying in large numbers
above fallen leave ;j near the border of a stream. January 28,
a large number of adults were found along a rail fence beside a
woodlot. liiTien the leaves were turned over or disturbed they
would fly or jump quickly about, presently alighting among the
leaves again. They were present in immense numbers along the
fence and under the leaves throughout the woodlot. In the same
lot on Ilarch 5 large numbers were again observed to fly about
when the leaves were disturbed. At no time during the winter
v/erc they noticed in a dormant condition.
Typhlocyba tricincta, Fitch
.
This species was taiien in the adult stage at the roots of
blue grass, December 4,
Typhlocyba hartii
.
Adults of this species v/ere taken on the bark of A.ple
trees as late as October 21,
Typhlocyba vulnerata
,
Fitch
.
This species is mentioned in the 2.i^C Report of the State
Entomologist of Illinois (page 79) as passing the winter as an
adult under leaves and rubbish. It was found commonly on sugar
.1
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"beet. The hibernatiix; adults lay their e^^^^s in April andMay,
An adult waa talcen "by me October 30, near the "banl-: of a
strear:!,
Thamnotettix inelanosaster , Prov .
Adults of this species were fairly common in sweepings from
grass during the fall but none v/ere found during the winter.
The latest record v/as Hov. 6,
Thamnotettix ciliata, Osb.
This species was taicen as an adult IToveziber 6, by s'J\reoi)ing
grass. It v/as not found later than this,
ORTHOPTI^IA,
Acrididae,
Tettigidea pEirvipennis pennat a, JTorse
.
This species is mentioned by Blatchley in his Orthoptera
of Indiana as cor.mion in both dry upland woods and on low marshy
tracts. It has been taken, mating, in all months of the year,
ajid usually hibernates in colonies on the under sides of logs
or chunlris.
Adults were occasionally found hibernating during the pre-
sent season, under leaves and trash along fences and under osage
orange hedges October 26, Nov, 3, March 2 and Lfarch 16,
Tettigidea parvipennis
,
Ilarr
.
This forra of the preceding species is of similar habits.
Adults v/ere taken December 4 under a block of wood, and hooping
actively about among dry leaves April 2,
Tett ix ornatus
,
3ay
,
Blatchley in the Orthoptera of Indiana says that this
B it« cc rrf>:ujd' new nctc
covvol fftbrir ^roBnts^. fttm
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species rany "be talcen at arc"" time durin.:; the year, but especially '
in late autujmi and early spring. It paoGes the winter as an
adult
. II
It was talien here in the adult stage among leaves along a
fence, October 26. A Tettix nym^^h was taken under ground,
|
October 16, and another Tettix from underbrush by a fence, IIov-
anber 13.
Tettix matus triangularis
,
Scudd
,
This fonn occurs more frequently than the preceding in candy
places according to BlatcliLey's Orthoptera of Indiana and in some
places far' outnumbers the typical variety.
Adults were found among leaves by a. fence October 26 and
iTovember 3, and under a block of wood, December 4,
Chortaphaga viridifasciata
,
DeQ
.
This was found by Blatchley (Orthoptera of Indiana) to be
the first locust to reach maturity in srjring from hibernating
nymphsi adults having been taj^en as early as April 15. It is
in Gor.e, localitieG^but singled, brooded
, ^ , . .double oroodec^m Indiana, The young hatch m August and
September and moul.t three or four times before winter,
llymphs were talcen occasionally during the present season,
-
October 26 in s-^veepings, October 30 along a roadside, ITovember
20 on the ground in a burnt over area, and again under leaves
in a cemetery on Mardi 16. Adults were taken in an apple or-
chard April 8 and in a wood April 10,
Locustidae,
peuth jphilus sp .
liymphs of Ceuthophilus have been found by Blatciiley in
Indiana during v/inter beneath logs, and deeply buried in decay-
j
,
\
nl
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ing leaves aiid vegetable mold,
Nymphs were taizen during the present season, October 21,
underground, October 30 amongst rubbish EindUovember 20 under
rubbish near a fence,
Orchelimum or Xiphidium sp_,
Imature insects of OrchelimuLi or Xiphidiuiii were talcen
October 9 and 21 under leaves and rubbish,
Crryllidae
,
Ellipes minuta
,
Scudd,
One specimen was taken underground in a sandy ditch,
October 15,
0-ryllus s£,
Blatchley found in Indiana that the eggs of 0-, pennsyl-
vanicus and 0-, neglectus hatched in the fall and probably those
of luctuosus also. Partly grovm nymphs can be found in winter
beneath logs, rails and other protective covers, often a dozen
under the ssu-ie cover, each in a cone shaped pit.
The young of Orylluij were frequently seen during the pre-
sent season. They were taken in trash and grass October 15,
underground Hoveuiber 3, and in a hibernating cell two inches
below the surface in a cornfield, November 27, December 3
two were obtained from hibernating cells underground in a corn-
field and March 2 large numbers were found along a roadside,
under loose boards. They were in cells in the frozen earth
and v/ater but would move slightly when touched,
ITemobius fa.3c iatus
,
DeG ,
October 16, in weeds and trash,
ITemobius carolinus, Scudd ,
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This spocies was taicen, October 30 under trasli and November
3, underground,
Blattidae,
Isclmoptera sp
.
As man;>' as a hundred numphs of Isciinoptera have been cap-
tured by Blatchley in Indiana under loose bark. They were as
active in winter at 0** as in stunmer,
ITyinphs of this genus were found by me under lea.ves and
loose trash beside a rail fence, January 28 and under leaves,
February 2, March 2 large numbers were found under boards and
corn stalks and under the bark of a stump. They v/ere very
active, and quickl;>' escaped mien disturbed,
DIPTERA.
Tabanidae
,
Tabanus atratus
, Fa.br
,
The life history of this fly is discussed by Osborn in
Bulletin 5 n,s. Bureau of Entomologj^ , The larvae are se;:ii-
aquatic and hiberno-te as such. One larva was under observation
by him from September until July 13 when it pupated. Larvae
are reported by Hart for every month of the year except June,
A larva of the Horse Ply was found underground by me Octo-
ber 12 and another in sandy soil near the banks of the Sangamon
River, April 2,
Muscidae,
Pseudopyrellia cornicina
,
Fp.b ,
Adult flies were found under fallen leaves, Jamiary 27,
and March 2,
.5
aT
fin X . "lecf
Oscinidae,
Elachiptera costrta, Loew,
A fljy of this sped, es was foiind under fallen leaves in a
thinli' wooded lot, Pebruai*:/- 2,
Mycetophilidae
,
Adults of this f£unily were found among the rotting leaves
ajid trash along a rail fence and in a woodlot January 28,
imEElTOPTERA..
Porraicidae,
Caraponotus fallax, ITyl,
suTDbarbatus, Emery,
paucipilus, Emery,
A colonj'' of this speed es v/as found in a rotting block of
wood in a thin woodlot, Peb, 2, Queens, males, a]::.d workers
were found in the tunnels tinder the bark of the chunk. They
were inactive but alive and revived on being brought into the
laboratory,
liyrraicidae,
Cremastogaster lineo lat a, Se.^,
Winged females, males, and v/orkerc of t>ds species v/ere
teiken from gnawed out cavities in a small block of v/ood, Novem-
ber 20.
Vespidae,
Ve spa rnaculala. Linn
,
An adult v/asp of this species was taken April 2, froii a
cell in a rotten log,
Vespa ^eriaanica., Fox.
Two adults of this species v;ere found in a dormant condi-
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tion under fallen leaves January 28 and March 1 recpectively
,
Neither revived uiion being brought into the laboratory,
Iclinoumonidae
,
Adult Iclineunons were found under leaves in a woodlot, Jan-
uary 28. The species waL not determined,
Braconidae.
Adult Braconids of several species v/ere found quite coijmon- '
l:r. during the winter undei fallen leaves. They v/ere seen ITovem-^
ber 27 on the V7ing, and January 27 and 28 and March 5 under
leaves,
LEPIDOPTIiKA.
IToctuidae
,
Leucania unipuncta, Hav/,
The life history of tlie Ariii;>' Y7om is discussed by Porbes in
the 23rd Report of the State Entomologist of Illinois(page 47)
.
Certain parts of its life cycle are still imperfectly known. It
is believed to hibernate in different stages. Young caterpil-
lars have frequentl;/ been seen in fall, Vv'inter and early spring,
and the full grov/n caterpillai' ha., been recognised in the food of
birds shot in February, The motlis have been talcen in March and
the first half of April and J.B.Smith found them common in shel-
tered places tlriroughout the wintei , The pupa has also been as-
serted as a stage in which some of the insects may hibernate.
Very small larvae of tlie Army Worm v/ere found by me on the
ground among matted grass or slightly under loose earth, October
13.
01
rsrf
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IToctua bicarnea, Gupji.
Small larvae of tStis cutwom were fairly common durlnr the
late fall. They were found in weeds and rubbish, October 19,
slightly under locce earth, ITovember 20, and on the ground, Novem-
ber 26,
Mamestra reni^era, St eph
.
This is mentioned in the 23rd "Report of the State Entomolo-
gist of Illinois(pago 35) as an abundant cutworm, principally a
grass and garden species, but occasionally at the base of injured
corn plants. There are tv^ro generc;tions, one of which hibernates
as a partly grown larva, having: been talcen from I^ecember to April,
A partly grown cutworm of this species v/ac found under leaves
and trash, Ilarch 24,
The piamond Backed Cutworm.
One cutv;om known commonly a.s the Diamond Backed Cutv/orm was
taken Lmder trash along a fence, !Tovei;iber 26.
Arctiidae.
riacrisia yj.rjz;inica, Pabr.
This species is mentioned by Porbcs in tlic 23rd Report of
the State Entomologist of Illinois(page 72) . It is double brood-
ed, the larvae of the first brood being comm.on in June and .July
and the second in September. The larvae of the second brood pu-
pate in fall and pass the winter in this stage. In coi-imon with
the other species of Arctiidae it is a general feeder, eating the
leaves of a variety of vines and yo;ing trees.
The v/oolly larvae of this species v/ere taken in the fall as
late as October 21. Pupae of this or a closely related species
were found dLiring the winter. They were com/aon under loose
^4
.1
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iDoards and trash "by a roadside, I.Tarch 2,
iGia isabella, Sm, and Abb.
This Arctiid is also mentioned by Porbec in the 23rd
Report of the State Entomologist of Illinois (page 72) , It
differs from the preceding species in that the winter is passed
in the larval stage.
The cciterpillars were frequently seen during the fall
crav/ling actively,' about along roadsides, Januai'y 28 one was
seen under trash beside a rail fence, January 29 - a moderate
day - numbers were noticed along a traction roadbed east of
Urbana, Some v/ere curled up on the cinders while others v/ere
crav/ling. Of s^<«-'>-ie''scollected v/ithin a space of about 100
feet along the track 8 were dead and 12 were alive. Others
were found April 2 under a corn shock and under boards. One
brought into the laboratory had spun a cocoon by April 4.
Apantesis phalerata, Harr
.
This species is discussed by Porbes in the 23rcl Report of
the State Entomologist of Illinois (page 76). It will feed on
corn plants in confinement though it is most abundant in grass.
It is tv7c brooded
,
v/intering as a partly grown caterpillar,
Arctiid larvae about l/2 inch in length, v/hich ansv/ered
very closely to the description of this species, were found
under trash by the roadside, March 2.
11 U1
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NEimOPTKRA.
Chrysopidae,
Chrysopa oculata, Say
.
Chrysopa usually winters as a pupa, accordin^r to Banks,
(Trans, Am, Ent, Soc., Vol. 29, page 138) although C. ploral)unda
at least h.i"bernates as an adult. C. oculata is mentioned as
very common in the eastern United States in the adult stage from
early July until SeptemlDer.
Adults were talcen here as late as October 9,
Chn^'sopa plorabimda
,
Fitch
,
This species is said "by Banl's to pass the winter as an
adult, in which stage it has been found during January, ]?ebruary,
8,nd LlarcliL in hedges and under heaps ol' dried leaves. It has
been talcen at Coliombus Ohio in LTarch and at the Agricultural
College of Michigan in February,
The tender bodied adults were quite coiomon January 27 under
loose leaves along a rail fence and also throughout the woodlot
nearby. On being uncovered they v/ould fly a short distance
but quickly settle back to the ground. They v/ere active in
the same woods the next day with the temperature slightly above
freezing. They were again noticed in another woodlot, March 16,
mmr:
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Suramary showing species and stages, places, and period of
hibernation.
COLEOPTEEA,
Carabidae,
Harpalus herbivagus.
Imago, in trash and under matted grass, Fov, 13-X§.
Harpalus faunus
.
Imago, underground, October 26-30
,
Harpalus pennsylvanicus
,
Imago, Oct, 28, in trash (Larva underground and imago under
logs)
,
Pallida punctata
.
Imago, in trash and underground, Oct. IS-Uov. 6,
e
Agonderus pallipes
.
Imago, in rubbish and underground, Oct. 28-lTov. 30, Ply-
ing, Mar. 23.
Pterostichus sayi
.
Imago, Oct. 13.
Pterostichus permundus
.
Imago, Oct. 21,
Pterostichus femoral is
.
Imago, under trash and leaves, Oct. 30, Dec, 4, Jan. 28,
Casnonia pennsylvanica
.
Imago, imder leaves. Mar, 16-24,
Anisodactylus rusticus
.
Imago, Oct. 1.
Anisodactylus baltimorensis
.
Imago, under leaves and matted grass, Mar, 24.

Anisods^ctylus hiirrisil
.
ImeL'^Of among loose leaves, Oct. 21,
Anisodact^^lus lugubris
.
Imago, under leaves, Uov, 3.
Galerita bicolor
.
Imago hiTDernates underground. Common alcove ground in trash,
as late as Kov, 25,
LeTjja viridlpennis
.
Imago, underground, Oct, 21.
Hotiophilus aeneus
,
Ima.go, under leaves, Pelo, 2,
Amara mus cuius ,
Imago, Oct, 30.
Amara cupreolata.
Imago, under leaves, Jan, 27-Mar. 16,
Amara pallipes
,
Imago, under leaves, Mar, 18,
Taclys incurvus
.
Imago, underground, Oct, 26,
Bembidlum 4''maculatum
,
Imago, under leaves and trash, Mar, 18,
Qlisthopus micans ,
Imago, underground, Oct, 26,
Platynus placidus
.
Imago, under trash, March 2,
Calathus gregarius
,
Imago, under leaves, ITov, 3,
Leptotrachelus dorsalis ,
Imago, under leaves, Mardi 16,
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Staphylinidae
,
Paederus llttor;^^us .
Imago, common imdergroimd, under leaves, grass, and trash,
Oct. 13-15-26, Nov. 26, Dec. 4, Mar. 3.
Sunius longiusciilus
.
Imago, under trash teside fences and hedges, Uov, 13-27,
Mar. 18,
Stillcus dentatus
.
Imago, under leaves, Nov, 27,
Actoblus jucundus
.
Imago, underground, Oct, 21,
Xantholinus sp
.
Imago, in leaves and rubbish, Oct, 21, Mar, 24,
Tachyporus elegans ,
Imago, under trash, Nov, 6, March 4,
Olophrum obtectuai
.
Imago, under matted grass, Oct, 16.
Phalacridae,
Eust inpus apicalis
.
Imago, underground Oct. 21, aloove ground Nov. 26.
Eust ilbus nitidus
.
Imago, under loose earth and leaves, Oct. 15-19, Mar. 24.
Phalacrus politus
,
Imago, beneath rail fence, March 5,
Corylophidae,
Orthoperus sp
.
Imago, on bark of apple tree. Mar, 15,
{(
Coccinellidae
,
Megilla maculata .
Imeigo, gregarious under leaves especially "be aide osage orange
hedges. Nov, 27 to March 4,
Hippodamia 15«punctata ,
Imago, in sv/eopings Oct. 21, under leaves he side fences and
hedges Nov. 3-6, March 24.
Hippodamia parenthesis
.
Imago, active under matted grass and trash Jan 21, Mar, 2
and 24.
Scymnus americanus
.
Imago, under rubbish, Nov, 13,
Coccinclla 9-notata ,
Imago, under matted grass Mar, 4, under leaves March 15, and
on the wing Mar, 18.
Chilocorus bivulnerus ,
Imago on baric of peach tree Mar, 8, Pair in copulation
Mar, 17.
Cycloneda sanguinea
.
Imago, under trash and in sweepings Nov. 3-6, Peb. 2 and
March 17.
Anatis 15-punctata
.
Imago, flying, April 4-5, Female depositing eggs April 7,
Erotylidae,
Languria mozardi
.
Imago, underground Oct. 26, and under trash Nov. 13.
Languria angustata trifasciata
.
Imago, under trash, Nov. 13.
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Cucuj idae,
Telephanus velox
.
Imago, common under leaves and trash, Nov. 6. Jan, 20 -
March 16-18-April 1.
Hist er idae,
Hister amerlcanus
.
Imago, under leaves, Mar. 16,
Hister harrissii
.
Imago, under leaves, Mar. 16,
Hit idulidae,
Epurea helvola
.
Imago, in leaves "beneath a rail fence Jan, 28, and March
5.
Trogositidae,
Tenebrioides corticalis
.
Imago, under leaves and trash Hov, 3 and Mar, 16.
Lathridiidae,
Corticaria distinguenda
.
Imago, in leaves and trash, Mar, 18,
Heteroceridae.
Heterocerus sp
.
Imago, underground and in ruhhish Oct. 26-30.
Elat eridae.
Larvae, unidentified Mar, 3, Underground in a cornfield,
Melanotus c ommunis ,
Imago, under leaves and the "bark of a fallen log, Hov, 3,
March 2 and 18, Life cycle not lesc than three years.
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MelanotuG cri"biilosus .
Imago, underground in a cornfield, Dec. 3, Mar, 3,
Drasterius elegans
.
Life cycle 2 yrs. Imago , ccmmon under boardc^ leaves^ and
trash throughout the winter frcsn Nov. 13 t o March 24,
MonocrepidiUG auritus ,
Imago, under stone slab, April, 1.
Cryptohypnus ohliquatalus
.
Imago, underground, Nov,
3
Lampyridae,
Chauliognathus pennsylvanicus ,
Larvae, under boards, chunks of rotting wood and trash.
Mar, 2-17, Adults were seen as late as Oct, 9.
Cleridae,
Csrmatodera bait eata
.
Imago, beneath an osage orange hedge, Nov, 6,
Scarabaeidae,
Ataenius cognatus ,
Imago, under trash, . and underground, Oct, 13 to 21,- March
23. Flying April 1.
Aphodius inquinatus
.
Hibernates as larva and pupa. Imago, in flight Oct. to
Nov. 27. In flight Mar. 4,
Aphodius serval
.
Imago, in trash Mar, 1-16,
Onthophagus hecate
.
Imago, under leaves and trash, March 16,
Balbocerps farctus
.
Imago, in sweepings, Oct, 4,
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ChryGomel idee,
Diabrotica lonsicornis
,
Hibernates ac QQZ, Imago fro::r sweegin^c until October 21,
Diabrotic a vittata.
Imago, in sweepings and under trash Oct, SO-lTov. 27, March
5-24.
Diabrot ica 12-punctata
,
Imago, in rubbish November to Dec. 4. In flight April 10.
Disonycha xanthomelaena ,
Imago, under trash, Nov, 13.
Disonycha collata
.
Imago, at the roots of blue grass, Dec, 4.
Oedionychis gibbitarsa
.
Imago, from sweepings, under hedges, and beside fences.
Oct. 13, Jan. 2? -28, Feb. 2 and March 5,
Oedionychis thy amoides .
Imago, among leaves and underground, Oct. 12-15,
Myochrous denticollis
.
Imago, in trash and underground, Oct. 26, Nov. 13,
Calligrapha similis
.
Imago, underground and under blocks of wood, Oct. 26, to
Dec, 4.
Labidomera clivicollis
.
Imago, on Indian hemp, Oct, 9,
Lema trilineata
.
Imago, underground Oct, 15.
Crepidodera longula
.
Imago, imderground, Oct. 21 - Nov. 3,
Crepidodera helxines.

Imago, on grass and weeds, in ruTobish and
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underground Oct,
4, 21, and 30.
Chaetocneina denticulata.
Imago, under ru'bbish OctolDer 30.
Chaetocnema pulicaria.
Ima^o, in trash., Oct, 30.
Chaetocnema confinis.
Imago, common in trash as late as Uov, 13,
Haltica chalybea.
Imago, in flight, March 25,
Haltica bimarginata.
Imago, m flight, April 1.
Gl:''ptina brunnea.
Imago, from sweeping, Oct, 7,
Typophorus canellus
,
Imago, under trash, March 18,
Tenebrlonidae,
Alobates pennsylvanicus
,
Imago, under leaves, March 16,
Arrhenoplita bicornis.
Imago, from a fungus growth, Oct, 30.
/Jithicidae,
Anthicus servinus.
Imago, in grass and under hedge, Hov. 6 and Mar, 4,
Anthicus sp.
Imago, from grass and undertrash, Nov, 13, 20,
Anthicus fomicarius.
Imago, underground and under rubbish, Oct.
Wotoxus monodon.
Imago, very cor:imon under hedges and trash
26, ITov. 13.
throughout the
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winter
,
In flight April 9.
Ot ior Ij/Tichidae
,
Tanymecus confertus.
Imago, undergrovind, Oct. 26,
Phyxelis rigiduG
Imago, "beneath a rail fence, :!arch 5,
Curculionidae
.
Apion Gp
.
Imago, from grasG and under trash, Hov, 6-13 and Mar. 13-18,
Phytonomus punctatuG
.
Imago, ITov.P-O,
Smicronyx ovipenniG
.
Imago, under boards, March 2.
Lixus c oncavus .
Imago, in rubbish, Oct, 30,
Rhyssematus palmicollis
.
Imago, underground, Oct , 26
,
Rhyssematus lineaticollis
.
Imago, larva and pupa in pods of a^ilkweed ITov.l3.
Baris acrea.
Imago, underground, Oct, 21,
Bar is confinis.
Imago , in underbrush, Oct . -TTov , 13
.
Calandridae
.
Imago, underground, Oct. 21,
i
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mciPTEKA
Emesldae
,
Ima^io, in trach, Oct.r^6.
Reduviidae,
Melanolesteg £icip_es.
Nympho of various sizes, under trash., October and until Hov.l3.
ITa"bi s ferus
,
Imago, very common under trash, throu^jhout the winter.
Fahis punctipes .
Imago, under trash, tV:roughout the v/inter.
Fab is rufuGcuius
.
Imago, under leaves, ITov.3,6,
Fab
i
s sp.
Imago, under tufts of grass, Dec. 4.
Tingitidae
.
Piesma cinerea.
Imago, cor; oTion under trash and in fissures of bark, from Oct, 15
to March 24.
Acanthidae
,
Triphleps insidiosus.
Imago, in sv/eepings and in trash vintil Oct, 21.
Capsidae
,
lygus prat ens is
.
Imago, very common tliroughout the fall and winter. Plying
about on ?Tar.l8.
Calocorus rapidus
.
Imago, common on grass and clover, until Oct. 26.

IsclmoderauG falicus.
Imago, on sloush ^rast: and imdor trash 0ct,-lTov.l3. Anymph
as late as Oct. 16.
Lig/Tocoris constr ictus
.
Imago, from sv/eepings, Oct, 9,
Oedancala dorsail s .
^
Imago, under leaves, Hov,3.
G-eocor is uliginosus
.
Imago, coEimon under leaves, Oct .-ITov^ Jan, 27-28,
Microtoma carbonaria.
Imago, active amon,:; leaves, T/lar.lS,
Blis sus leucopterus
Imago, under trash, beside fences and hedges,]Tov, 6,].'arci-i 17-lS,
I^gaeus kalmii ,
Imago, in trash, October 28-]Iov,20,.Tan,28-29 to Llarch 16,
Myodocha jserripes
,
Imago, common in rubbish and under- leaves, during the fall
and March 5-24, A nymph, lTov,20.
Fame
r
a basal is
,
Imago, in grass beside fences, Nov, 26, "arch 18-24,
Beryt idae
,
Jalysus spinosus
,
Imago and nymph, in grass and weeds, Oct. 4 and 21,
Coreidae
,
Alydus pilosulus
.
Imago, on grass and under leaves, Oct. 19, 26 and JTov.6,
Alydus conspersus
.
Imago, from ^rass and clover, Oct. 4.
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Alyduu eiirinius.
Imago, in trach and leaves, :Tov.6.
Cat orhintha mendica.
Imago and n:/Tnph, on coc]:le bur, October 9. Imago in trash
Oct. 16, 26 and Xov.3.
Leptogloi^sus oppositus
.
Imago, under- leavec and trach, beside a fence, ITov.6,
Anasa tristi s
,
Imago , Oct
,
2 and 7
.
Corisus lateralis
,
Imago, common under matted grass and leaves throughout the
fall and winter,
Pentatornidae
,
Cosmopepla carnifex
.
Imago, Oct.l and 13 and Mar, IS,
Coenus deliiis
.
Imago, on grasG and v;eed8 and under tra;jh, Oct, to ITov.SOandlDecA.
Podisug maculiventris
,
Imago, on cockle bur Oct. 9, in sweeping, Oct. 30 and beneath
leaves, ilarch 2.
Eus chistus variolarius.
Imago, common under leaves, as early ac Oct. 16 and until
April 1. In flight l[ov.27.
j^.to'gant ia histrionica.
Imago, under trash, Jan. 25.
Mormidea lugens
.
Imago, LTarch 5.
^l^^M^iS^^ Iffldul.Q'.'t,^:.
Imago, under leaves, Ilarch 18
4
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Imago, under matted grass, Tlarcli 2,
Peribalus limbolarius
Imago, common under leaves and trash beside hedges and fences,
during fall and Llar,2-lS.
CclrJjiielaenidae
.
Corimelaena pulicaria.
Imago, under leaves, Jan. 28 and r^archS.
Corimelaena gillettei ,
Imago, underground s.nd under trash, Oct, 21.
Corimelaena nitiduloidc s
.
Imago, Oct.l,
Corimelaeno'- unicolor
.
Imago, undorgrpund and beneath trash, Oct, 21, 26 and 30and Mar,
2
Pulgoridae,
Stobera tricarinata
Imago, during fall and Feb. 2,
Stenocranus dorsal ls
.
Imago, from Oct.l to ITov.26.
Jassoidea,
Deidrocephala mollifies
.
Imago, common on grass until lTov,26, I^mph, liar. 18.
G-ypona oct olinea.ta.
Imago, common on Indian hemp Oct. 12, in flight Oct, 30, and
dead under leaves. Mar. 24,
Acocephalus albifrons
.
Imago, under trash, :Jov.6 and in flight , December 4.
Phlepsius irroratu^. '
Imago, common in sweepings to Oct, 15 and flying in swarms, Oct . 9.
====-============—-==—--_ '
I
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Agallia . san;ju in o1en_ta
.
Imago, common in traslp. tliroughout the winter,
Agallia 4-p-unctata.
Nymph, in trash, Mov.3.
Deltoc eplialus iniinicus
.
Ima{^o, coranon in Gweepin^ £;rasG, until Oct. 9.
Deltocephalus nigrifrons
.
Imago, from sweepings, Oct. and irov,6,13 and 26,
Deltocephalus affinis.
Ima^o, on grass, lTov.6,
0-nathodus punctatug
Imago , in flight , ITov , 17 ,
Typhiocyba com .
Imago, in flight Oct. 30, and among loose leaves J'aji.28and ""TarS
Typlilocyija tricincta.
Imago, at roots of "blue grass, Dec. 4,
Typhiocyba hartii.
Imago, on "bark of apple trees, Oct, 21.
Typhiocyba vuJLnerata
.
Imago, Oct, 30.
Thamnottix melanogaster.
Imago, on grass, Nov, 6.
Thamnotett ix ciliata
.
Imago, on grass, Nov, 6.
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ORTTIOPTERA
Acrididae.
Tettlgidoa parvipennis pennata
.
Imago, iDeneat'-: track, 0ct.26,Kov.3 and :.Tar.2 and 16.
Tettigldea parvipenni s.
Imago, under a "bloc:: of wood, Dec. 4 and out of shelter ,April2
Tettix ornatus.
Imago, in leaves, Oct, 26,
Tettix ornatus triangLilar is
.
Imago, Linder trash, Oct. 26, 'ov.S and Dec. 4.
Tettix sp.
Nymphs of Tettix, Oct, 16 and "ov,13.
Chortophaga viridifasciata.
Winnph, in sv/eepings along roadsides and among trash, Oct. 26
and 30, Nov, 20 and Tlar,16. Imago, April c. and 10,
Locust idae
.
Ceuthophilus s^.
Nymph, underground and in trash, Oct, 21 and 30 and lTov,20.
Orchelimum or Xiphidium sjp.
Nymph, in trash, Oct, 9 and 21.
Gryllidae,
Ellipes minuta
.
Imago, underground, Oct, 15.
Grylliis Sjp,
Nymph, underground and bcneat'i hoards, Oct .15, Nov. 3 and 27,
Dec, 3, and Mar, 2,
Nemohius fasciatus.
Imago, in trash, Oct. 16.
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Tmarrn ^TnAf>Y^ I'vanVi Onf "^D PTid und G r^^TOUncL . ^lOV
"RTat t idae
.
TsclinoT)'tGi'a, ST).
Nymph, imdor trash and under loose bark, Jan,2r:, Feb. 2 and ?'ar.£
PTPTERA
PseudoDvrellia cornicina.
TmJi/m iTPr'p'r 1p?5v<^<^ .Tan ^7 and TiiTai*.?.
Elachiptera costoiia, Oscinidae,
Ti/Tvcei; oiohilidas
Imago, under leaves, Jan, 28,
Camponotus fallax
m'}'hV)f3 T^T^n T n <5
paucijjilus
Tmarro . otiGGn worV^r find ma.! p> i^sndpj* "hn.T*lr "Pe'h ?
ITvmi G i dce
Trna/^TJ w1r!r"«=^d "Fprnalp maTr^ and wny*l-'PY* in InT n^^V n*? vjCi ndW U U
J
J w V « •
Ve f-? oidaGV w ^ VX^Aw
V6ST)a "TiacuTa f.a
Imago, in rotten log, April S,
)

Vespa gomanlca.
Imago, under leavec, Jan, 28 and Mar, 1,
Iclinetinionidae
,
Imago, imder leaves, Jan. 28,
Braconidae,
Imago, under leaves, ITov, 27 and 28, and Mar, 5,
LEPIDOPTERA.
Leucania unlpuncta
.
Larva, under matted grass, Oct. 13, Is known to hibernate
as an imago also,
Foctua bicarnea
.
Larva, under rubbish, Oct, 19 and Nov, 20 and 26,
Mamestra renigera
.
Larva, under trash, Mar, 24,
The Diamond Backed Cutvrom,
Larva, tinder trash, Nov, 26,
Arctiidae,
Diacrisia virginica
.
Larva, beside roads, Oct. 21, Pupa, apparently of this
species, Mar, 2,
Isia isabella
.
Larva, beside road, Jan, 28, and 29, April 2. Papated
April 4,
Apantesis phalerata
.
Larva, beside road and in grass. Mar, 2,
Neuroptera,
Chrysopidae,
Chrysopa oculata
.
Imago, Oct, 9,
Chrysopa plorabunda
.
Imago, among leaves, Jan 27 and Mar, 16,
,6'
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A neglected roadside.

t An old rail fence.

^ An old cemetery/.
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